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EQUILIBRIUM FLUCTUATIONS FOR A NONGRADIENT
ENERGY CONSERVING STOCHASTIC MODEL
FREDDY HERNA´NDEZ
Abstract. In this paper we study the equilibrium energy fluctuation field
of a one-dimensional reversible non gradient model. We prove that the limit
fluctuation process is governed by a generalized Ornstein- Uhlenbeck process,
which covariances are given in terms of the diffusion coefficient.
Adapting the non gradient method introduced by Varadhan, we are able to
derive the diffusion coefficient. The fact that the conserved quantity (energy)
is not a linear functional of the coordinates of the system, introduces new
difficulties of geometric nature when applying the nongradient method.
1. Introduction
In recent works, a microscopic model for heat conduction in solids has been
considered (c.f. [4], [3],[10]). In this model nearest neighbor atoms interact as cou-
pled oscillators forced by an additive noise which exchange kinetic energy between
nearest neighbors.
More precisely, in the case of periodic boundary conditions, atoms are labeled
by x ∈ TN = {1, · · · , N}. The configuration space is defined by ΩN = (R× R)TN ,
where for a typical element (px, rx)x∈TN ∈ ΩN , rx represents the distance between
particles x and x + 1, and px the velocity of the particle x. The formal generator
of the system reads as LN = AN + SN , where
AN =
∑
x∈TN
{(px+1 − px)∂rx + (rx − rx−1)∂px} , (1.1)
and
SN = 1
2
∑
x∈TN
Xx,x+1[Xx,x+1] , (1.2)
with Xx,x+1 = px+1∂px − px∂px+1 . Here AN is the Liouville operator of a chain of
interacting harmonic oscillators and SN is the noise operator.
In this work we focus on the noise operator SN , which acts only on velocities.
Therefore, we restrict the configuration space to RTN . The total energy of the
configuration (px)x∈TN is defined by
E = 1
2
∑
x∈TN
p2x . (1.3)
It is easy to check that SN (E) = 0, i.e total energy is constant in time.
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The generator SN defines a diffusion process with invariant measures given by
νNy (dp) = ⊗x∈TN 1√2piye−p
2
x/2y
2
dpx for all y > 0. This process is not ergodic with
respect to these measures, in fact, for all β > 0 the hyperspheres p21+ · · ·+p2N = Nβ
of average kinetic energy β are invariant sets. Nevertheless, the restriction of the
diffusion to each of these hyperspheres is nondegenerate and ergodic.
In analogy to [22] (see also [18]) , where Varadhan introduced the nongradient
method, we introduce inhomogeneities into the diffusion generated by (1.2) through
a differentiable function a(r, s) satisfying 0 < c ≤ a(r, s) ≤ C < ∞ and having
bounded continuous first derivatives (see (2.1)). As a result, the introduction of
the function a(r, s) breaks the gradient structure this diffusion.
The main result of this work is convergence of the energy fluctuation field defined
in (2.6) to a generalized Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, when the process is at equi-
librium. The covariances characterizing this generalized process are given in terms
of the diffusion coefficient aˆ(y) (see (2.7)). This diffusion coefficient is given in
terms of a variational formula which is equivalent to the Green-Kubo formula (c.f.
[20] p.180). The main task of this work is to establish rigorously this variational
formula.
In order to study the equilibrium fluctuations of interacting particle systems,
Brox and Rost [5] introduced the Boltzmann-Gibbs principle and proved its valid-
ity for attractive zero range processes. Chang and Yau [8] proposed an alternative
method to prove the Boltzmann-Gibbs principle for gradient systems. This ap-
proach was extended to nongradient systems by Lu [17] and Sellami [19].
In what follows we describe the main features of the model we consider.
The model is non gradient. This difficulty has already appeared in the
work of Bernardin [3], where there are two conserved quantities (total deformation
and total energy). The energy current is not the gradient of a local function. To
overcome this problem, an exact fluctuation-dissipation relation is obtained; that
is, the current is written as a gradient plus a fluctuation term. On the other hand,
in [10] Fritz et al studied the equilibrium fluctuations for the model given in [3].
The exact fluctuation-dissipation relation mentioned above plays a central role in
the proofs of the hydrodynamic limit and the equilibrium fluctuations.
Systems for which there exists an exact fluctuation-dissipation relation are called
almost gradient systems. For this kind of systems, the minimizer in the variational
formula of the diffusion coefficient can be found explicitly. In our setting we do not
have such an exact relation, so we use the nongradient Varadhan’s method.
The only conserved quantity (total energy) is not a linear function of
the coordinates of the system. In other words, the invariant surfaces are not
hyperplanes. Specifically, in our case invariant surfaces are hyperspheres.
In the non gradient Varadhan’s method, it is central to have a characterization of
the space over which the infimum in the variational problem defining the diffusion
coefficient is taken. In order to obtain such characterization, some results related
to differential forms on spheres and integration over spheres are needed.
We do not have good control when dealing with large velocities. This
lack of control makes the estimation of exponential moments difficult. In [3] the
author manages to overcome this difficulty by adopting a microcanonical approach.
Estimation of exponential moments arises in our case when trying to adapt the
usual proof of tightness. Using the microcanonical approach mentioned before,
lead us to an identity we are unable to prove. This identity is in fact equivalent
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to the one conjectured by Bernardin ([3], lemma 6.3). To avoid the exponential
estimate, we exploits the fact that Boltzmann-Gibbs principle can be interpreted
as an asymptotic gradient condition (as pointed out in [7]).
Let us finish by explaining how this paper is organized. By adapting the method
introduced in [22] we identify the diffusion term (Section 4), which allows us to
derive the Boltzmann-Gibbs principle (Section 5). This is the key point to show that
the energy fluctuation field converges in the sense of finite dimensional distributions
to a generalized Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (Section 3). Moreover, using again the
Boltzmann-Gibbs principle we also prove tightness for the energy fluctuation field
in a specified Sobolev space (Section 6), which together with the finite dimensional
convergence implies the convergence in distribution to the generalized Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck process mentioned above. In Section 7 a characterization of the space
involved in the variational problem defining the diffusion coefficient is given. This
characterization relies on a sharp spectral gap estimate (Appendix A) and some
integrability conditions for Poisson systems studied in Appendix B. For the sake
of completeness we state in Appendix C an equivalence of ensembles result.
2. Notations and Results
We will now give a precise description of the model. We consider a system of
N particles in one dimension evolving under an interacting random mechanism. It
is assumed that the spatial distribution of particles is uniform, so that the state of
the system is given by specifying the N velocities.
Let T = (0, 1] be the 1-dimensional torus, and for a positive integer N denote
by TN the lattice torus of length N : TN = {1, · · · , N}. The configuration space
is denoted by ΩN = RTN and a typical configuration is denoted by p = (px)x∈TN ,
where px represents the velocity of the particle in x. The velocity configuration p
changes with time and, as a function of time undergoes a diffusion in RN .
The diffusion mentioned above have as infinitesimal generator the following op-
erator
LN = 1
2
∑
x∈TN
Xx,x+1[a(px, px+1)Xx,x+1], (2.1)
where Xx,z = pz∂px − px∂pz , a : R2 → R is a differentiable function satisfying
0 < c ≤ a(x, y) ≤ C < ∞ with bounded continuous first derivatives. Of course,
all the sums are taken modulo N . Observe that the total energy defined as EN =
1
2
∑
x∈TN p
2
x satisfies LN (EN ) = 0, i.e total energy is a conserved quantity.
Let us consider for every y > 0 the Gaussian product measure νNy on Ω
N with
density relative to the Lebesgue measure given by
νNy (dp) =
∏
x∈TN
e
− p
2
x
2y2√
2πy
dpx, (2.2)
where p = (p1, p2, . . . , pN ).
Denote by L2(νNy ) the Hilbert space of functions f on Ω
N such that νNy (f
2) <∞.
LN is formally symmetric on L2(νNy ). In fact, is easy to see that for smooth
functions f and g in a core of the operator LN , we have for all y > 0∫
RN
LN (f)gνNy (dp) =
∫
RN
fLN (g)νNy (dp).
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In particular, the diffusion is reversible with respect to all the invariant measures
νNy .
On the other hand, for every y > 0 the Dirichlet form of the diffusion with
respect to νNy is given by
DN,y(f) = 1
2
∑
x∈TN
∫
RN
a(px, px+1)[Xx,x+1(f)]
2νNy (dp) .
Denote by {p(t), t ≥ 0} the Markov process generated by N2LN (the factor N2
correspond to an acceleration of time). Let C(R+,ΩN ) be the space of continuous
trajectories on the configuration space. Fixed a time T > 0 and for a given measure
µN on ΩN , the probability measure on C([0, T ],ΩN) induced by this Markov process
starting in µN will be denoted by PµN . As usual, expectation with respect to PµN
will be denoted by EµN .
The diffusion generated by N2LN can also be described by the following system
of stochastic differential equations
dpx(t) =
N2
2
{Xx,x+1[a(px, px+1)]px+1 −Xx−1,x[a(px−1, px)]px−1 − px[a(px, px+1)
+ a(px−1, px)]}dt+N [px−1
√
a(px−1, px)dBx−1,x − px+1
√
a(px, px+1)dBx,x+1],
where {Bx,x+1}x∈TN are independent standard Brownian motion.
Then, by Itoˆ’s formula we have that
dp2x(t) = N
2[Wx−1,x −Wx,x+1]dt+N [σ(px−1, px)dBx−1,x(s)− σ(px, px+1)dBx,x+1(s)],
(2.3)
where,
Wx,x+1 = a(px, px+1)(p
2
x − p2x+1)−Xx,x+1[a(px, px+1)]pxpx+1 , (2.4)
and,
σ(px, px+1) = 2pxpx+1
√
a(px, px+1) . (2.5)
We can think of Wx,x+1 as being the instantaneous microscopic current of energy
between x and x + 1. Observe that the current Wx,x+1 cannot be written as the
gradient of a local function, neither by an exact fluctuation-dissipation equation,
i.e as the sum of a gradient and a dissipative term of the form LN (τxh). That is,
we are in the nongradient case.
The collective behavior of the system is described thanks to empirical measures.
With this purpose let us introduce the energy empirical measure associated to the
process defined by
πNt (ω, du) =
1
N
∑
x∈TN
p2x(t)δ xN (du) ,
where δu represents the Dirac measure concentrated on u.
To investigate equilibrium fluctuations of the empirical measure πN we fix once
and for all y > 0 and consider the system in the equilibrium νNy . Denote by Y
N
t
the empirical energy fluctuation field acting on smooth functions H : T→ R as
Y Nt (H) =
1√
N
∑
x∈TN
H(x/N){p2x(t)− y2} . (2.6)
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On the other hand, let {Yt}t≥0 be the stationary generalized Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
process with zero mean and covariances given by
E[Yt(H1)Ys(H2)] =
4y4√
4π(t− s)aˆ(y)
∫
T
du
∫
R
dvH¯1(u) exp
{
− (u− v)
2
4(t− s)aˆ(y)
}
H¯2(v) ,
(2.7)
for every 0 ≤ s ≤ t. Here H¯1(u) ( resp H¯2(u)) is the periodic extension to the
real line of the smooth function H1 (resp H2), and aˆ(y) is the diffusion coefficient
determined later in Section 4.
Consider for k > 32 the Sobolev space H−k, whose definition will be given at the
beginning of Section 6. Denote by QN the probability measure on C([0, T ],H−k)
induced by the energy fluctuation field Y Nt and the Markov process {pN(t), t ≥ 0}
defined at the beginning of this section, starting from the equilibrium probabil-
ity measure νNy . Let Q be the probability measure on the space C([0, T ],H−k)
corresponding to the generalized Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process Yt defined above.
We are now ready to state the main result of this work.
Theorem 2.1. The sequence of probability measures {QN}N≥1 converges weakly
to the probability measure Q .
The proof of Theorem 2.1 will be divided into two parts. On the one hand, in
Section 6 we prove tightness of {QN}N≥1 , where also a complete description of the
space H−k is given. On the other hand, in Section 3 we prove the finite-dimensional
distribution convergence. These two results together imply the desired result. Let
us conclude this section with a brief description of the approach we follow.
Given a smooth function H : T× [0, T ]→ R, we have after (2.3) that
MHN (t) = Y
N
t (Ht)− Y Nt (H0)−
∫ t
0
Y Nt (∂sHs)ds
+
∫ t
0
√
N
∑
x∈TN
∇NH( x
N
, s)Wx,x+1(s)ds ,
(2.8)
where Ht(·) = H(·, t) and the left hand side is the martingale
MHN (t) =
1√
N
∑
x∈TN
∫ t
0
∇NH( x
N
, s)σ(px, px+1)dBx,x+1(s) ,
whose quadratic variation is given by
〈MHN 〉(t) =
1
N
∑
x∈TN
∫ t
0
|∇NH( x
N
, s)|2a(px, px+1)p2xp2x+1ds .
Here ∇N denotes the discrete gradient. Recall that if H is a smooth function
defined on T and ∇ is the continuous gradient, then
∇NH( x
N
) = N [H(
x+ 1
N
)−H( x
N
)] = (∇H)( x
N
) + o(N−1).
In analogy, ∆N denotes the discrete Laplacian, which satisfies
∆NH(
x
N
) = N2[H(
x+ 1
N
)− 2H( x
N
) +H(
x− 1
N
)] = (∆H)(
x
N
) + o(N−1),
with ∆ being the continuous Laplacian.
To close the equation for the martingale MHN (t) we have to replace the term
involving the microscopic currents in (2.8) with a term involving Y Nt . Roughly
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speaking, what makes possible this replacement is the fact that non-conserved quan-
tities fluctuates faster than conserved ones. Since the total energy is the unique
conserved quantity of the system, it is reasonable that the only surviving part of
the fluctuation field represented by the last term in (2.8) is its projection over the
conservative field Y Nt . This is the content of the Boltzmann-Gibbs Principle (see
[5]).
Recall that in fact we are in a nongradient case. Therefore, in order to perform
the replacement mentioned in the previous paragraph, we follow the approach pro-
posed by Varadhan in [22]. Roughly speaking, the idea is to decompose the current
as a sum of a gradient term plus a fluctuation term. The key point is that such a
decomposition allows to study separately the diffusive part of the current and the
part coming from a fluctuation term.
3. Convergence of the finite-dimensional distributions
We state the main result of the section.
Theorem 3.1. The finite dimensional distributions of the fluctuation field Y Nt de-
fined in (2.6) converges, as N goes to infinity, to the finite dimensional distributions
of the generalized Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process Y defined in (2.7).
In this setting, convergence of finite dimensional distributions means that given
a positive integer k, for every {t1, · · · , tk} ⊂ [0, T ] and every collection of smooth
functions {H1, · · · , Hk}, the vector
(
Y Nt1 (H1), · · · , Y Ntk (Hk)
)
converges in distribu-
tion to the vector (Yt1(H1), · · · , Ytk(Hk)).
From (2.8) we have
Y Nt (H) = Y
N
0 (H)−
∫ t
0
√
N
∑
x∈TN
∇NH(x/N)Wx,x+1(s)ds−
The idea is to use the observations made at the end of Section 2, together with∑
x∈TN ∆NH(x/N) = 0, in order to replace the integral term corresponding to the
current Wx,x+1 by an expression involving the empirical energy fluctuation field,
namely
∫ t
0 Y
N
s (∆NH)ds.
We begin by rewriting expression (2.8) as
Y Nt (Ht) = Y
N
0 (H0) +
∫ t
0
Y Ns (∂sHs + aˆ(y)∆NHs)ds − I1N,F (H ·t)− I2N,F (H ·t)
−M1N,F (H ·t)−M2N,F (H ·t) , (3.1)
where F is a fixed smooth local function and
I1N,F (H
·t) =
∫ t
0
√
N
∑
x∈TN
∇NHs(x/N)
[
Wx,x+1 − aˆ(y)[p2x+1 − p2x]− LNτxF
]
ds ,
I2N,F (H
·t) =
∫ t
0
√
N
∑
x∈TN
∇NHs(x/N)LNτxFds ,
M1N,F (H
·t) =
∫ t
0
2√
N
∑
x∈TN
∇NHs(x/N)τx
√
a(p0, p1)
p0p1 +X0,1(∑
i∈TN
τ iF )
dBx,x+1 ,
M2N,F (H
·t) =
∫ t
0
2√
N
∑
x∈TN
∇NHs(x/N)
√
a(px, px+1)Xx,x+1(
∑
i∈TN
τ iF ) dBx,x+1(s) .
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Here τx represents translation by x, and the notation H ·t stressed the fact that
functionals depend on the function H through times in the interval [0, t]. Let us
now explain the reason to rewrite expression (2.8) in this way.
In Section 4 (see (4.13) and (4.14)) the following variational formula for the
diffusion coefficient aˆ(y) is obtained.
aˆ(y) = y−4 inf
F
a(y, F ) ,
where the infimum is taken over all local smooth functions belonging to the Schwartz
space, and
a(y, F ) = Eνy [a(p0, p1){p0p1 +X0,1(
∑
x∈Z
τxF )}2] .
Let { 12Fk}k≥1 be a minimizing sequence of local functions, that is
lim
k→∞
a(y,
1
2
Fk) = y
4aˆ(y) . (3.2)
With this notation we have the following result.
Theorem 3.2 (Boltzmann-Gibbs Principle). For the sequence {Fk}k≥1 given
above and every smooth function H : T× [0, T ]→ R, we have
lim
k→∞
lim
N→∞
EνNy
[
(I1N,Fk(H
·t)2
]
= 0 . (3.3)
On the other hand, a judicious choice of the function H will cancel the second
term in the right hand side of (3.1). Let us firstly note that we can replace ∆NHs
by ∆Hs. In fact, the smoothness of H implies the existence of a constant C > 0
such that
|Y Ns (∆Hs)− Y Ns (∆NHs)| ≤
C√
N
(
1
N
∑
x∈TN
p2x(s)
)
,
uniformly in s.
Denote by {St}t≥0 the semigroup generated by the Laplacian operator aˆ(y)∆.
Given t > 0 and a smooth function H : T → R, define Hs = St−sH for 0 ≤ s ≤ t.
As is well known, the following properties are satisfied :
∂sHs + aˆ(y)∆Hs = 0 , (3.4)
〈 Hs , aˆ(y)∆Hs 〉 = −1
2
d
ds
〈 Hs , Hs 〉 , (3.5)
where 〈·, ·〉 stands for the usual inner product in L2(T).
In this way we obtain for all smooth functions H : T→ R
Y Nt (H) = Y
N
0 (StH) + O(
1
N
)−I1N,F (H ·t)−I2N,F (H ·t)−M1N,F (H ·t)−M2N,F (H ·t) ,
(3.6)
where O( 1N ) denotes a function whose L
2 norm is bounded by C/N for a constant
C depending just on H .
The following two lemmas concern the remaining terms.
Lemma 3.3. For every smooth function H : T × [0, T ] → R and local function F
in the Schwartz space,
lim
N→∞
EνNy
[
sup
0≤t≤T
(
I2N,F (H
·t) +M2N,F (H
·t)
)2]
= 0 . (3.7)
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Lemma 3.4. The process M1N,Fk converges in distribution as k increases to infinity
after N , to a generalized Gaussian process characterized by
lim
k→∞
lim
N→∞
EνNy
[
M1N,Fk(H
·t
1 )M
1
N,Fk
(H ·t2 )
]
= 4y4
∫ t
0
∫
T
aˆ(y)H ′1(x, s)H
′
2(x, s) dxds ,
(3.8)
for every smooth function Hi : T× [0, T ]→ R for i = 1, 2.
The proofs of Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4 are postponed to the end of this section.
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is considerably more difficult, and Section 5 is devoted
to it.
Before entering in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we state some remarks. Firstly,
the convergence in distribution of Y N0 (H) to a Gaussian random variable with
mean zero and variance 2y4〈H,H〉 as N tends to infinity, follows directly from the
Lindeberg-Feller theorem.
Property (3.5) together with Lemma 3.4 imply the convergence in distribution as
k increases to infinity after N of the martingale M1N,Fk(H
·t) to a Gaussian random
variable with mean zero and variance 2y4〈H,H〉 − 2y4〈StH,StH〉.
Finally, observe that the martingale M1N,Fk(H
·t) is independent of the initial
filtration F0.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. For simplicity and concreteness in the exposition we will re-
strict ourselves to the two-dimensional case (Y Nt (H1), Y
N
0 (H2)) . Similar arguments
may be given to show the general case.
In order to characterize the limit distribution of (Y Nt (H1), Y
N
0 (H2)) it is enough
to characterize the limit distribution of all the linear combinations θ1Y
N
t (H1) +
θ2Y
N
0 (H2).
From Lemma 3.3, Theorem 3.2 and expression 3.6 it follows
θ1Y
N
t (H1) + θ2Y
N
0 (H2) = Y
N
0 (θ1StH1 + θ2H2) + θ1I
N (H1, Fk)− θ1M1N,Fk(H ·t1 ),
where IN (H,Fk) denotes a function whose L
2 norm tends to zero as k increases to
infinity after N .
Thus the random variable θ1Y
N
t (H1) + θ2Y
N
0 (H2) tends, as N goes to infinity,
to a Gaussian random variable with mean zero and variance 2y4{θ21〈H1, H1〉 +
2θ1θ2〈StH1, H2〉+ θ22〈H2, H2〉}. This in turn implies
EνNy [Yt(H1)Y0(H2)] = 2y
4〈StH1, H2〉 ,
which coincide with (2.7) as can be easily verified by using the explicit form of StH
in terms of the heat kernel. 
Now we proceed to give the proofs of Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4.
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Let us define
ζN,F (t) =
1
N3/2
∑
x∈TN
∇NHt(x/N)τxF (p(t)) .
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From the Itoˆ’s formula we obtain
ζN,F (t)−ζN,F (0) = 1
2
I2N,F (H
·t) +
∫ t
0
1
N3/2
∑
x∈TN
∂t∇NHs(x/N)τxF (p)ds
+
∫ t
0
1√
N
∑
x∈TN
∇NHs(x/N)
∑
z∈TN
√
a(pz, pz+1)Xz,z+1(τ
xF ) dBz,z+1(s).
Then (I2N,F (H
·t) +M2N,F (H
·t))2 is bounded above by 6 times the following sum
(ζN,F (t)− ζN,F (0))2 +
(∫ t
0
1
N3/2
∑
x∈TN
∂t∇NHs(x/N)τxF (p)ds
)2
+
1
2
M2N,F (H
·t)−
∫ t
0
1√
N
∑
x∈TN
∇NHs(x/N)
∑
z∈TN
√
a(pz, pz+1)Xz,z+1(τ
xF ) dBz,z+1(s)
2.
Since F is bounded and H is smooth, is easy to see that the first two terms are
of order 1N . Using additionally the fact that F is local, we can prove that the
expectation of the sup0≤t≤T of the third term is also of order
1
N . In fact, if M ∈ N
is such that F (p) = F (p0, · · · , pM ), we are considering the difference between∫ t
0
1√
N
∑
x∈TN
∇NHs(x/N)
√
a(px, px+1)
M∑
j=1
Xx,x+1(τ
x−jF ) dBx,x+1(s) ,
and∫ t
0
1√
N
∑
x∈TN
∇NHs(x/N)
M+1∑
j=0
√
a(px−1+j , px+j)Xx−1+j,x+j(τxF ) dBx−1+j,x+j(s).
After rearrangement of the sum, last line can be written as∫ t
0
1√
N
∑
x∈TN
√
a(px, px+1)
M+1∑
j=0
∇NHs(x− j + 1/N)Xx,x+1(τx−j+1F ) dBx,x+1(s) .
The proof is then concluded by using Doob’s inequality. 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Using basic properties of the stochastic integral and the sta-
tionarity of the process, we can see that the expectation appearing in the left side
of (3.8) is equal to∫ t
0
4
N
∑
x∈TN
∇NH1,s(x/N)∇NH2,s(x/N)EνNy
τxa(p0, p1)
p0p1+X0,1(∑
i∈TN
τ iFk)
2 ds.
Translation invariance of the measure νNy lead us to
4 EνNy
a(p0, p1)
p0p1 +X0,1(∑
i∈TN
τ iFk)
2∫ t
0
1
N
∑
x∈TN
∇NH1,s(x/N)∇NH2,s(x/N)ds,
and as N goes to infinity we obtain
4 Eνy
a(p0, p1)(p0p1 +X0,1(∑
i∈Z
τ iFk)
)2∫ t
0
∫
T
H ′1(u, s)H
′
2(u, s) du ds .
Finally from (3.2), taking the limit as k tends to infinity we obtain the desired
result. 
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4. Central Limit Theorem Variances and Diffusion Coefficient
The aim of this section is to identify the diffusion coefficient aˆ(y), which is the
asymptotic component of the currentWx,x+1 in the direction of the gradient. More
precisely, aˆ(y) will be the constant for which the infimum over all smooth local
functions F of the expression below vanish.
lim sup
N→∞
1
2N
lim sup
t→∞
1
t
Eνy
∫ t
0
∑
−N≤x≤x+1≤N
Wx,x+1 − aˆ(y)(p2x+1 − p2x)− L(τxF ) ds
2 .
(4.1)
Here we are considering the process generated by L and νy, the natural extension
of LN to the infinite product space Ω = RZ and the infinite product measure (2.2),
respectively.
The form of the limit with respect to t appearing in (4.1) leads us to think in the
central limit theorem for additive functionals of Markov processes. Let us begin by
introducing some notations and stating some general results for continuous time
Markov processes.
Consider a continuous time Markov process {Ys}s≥0, reversible and ergodic with
respect to invariant measure π. Denote by 〈 , 〉pi the inner product in L2(π) and
let us suppose that the infinitesimal generator of this process L : D(L) ⊂ L2(π)→
L2(π) is a negative operator.
Let V ∈ L2(π) be a mean zero function on the state space of the process. The
central limit theorem proved by Kipnis and Varadhan in [15] for
Xs =
∫ t
0
V (Ys)ds ,
implies that if V is in the range of (−L)− 12 , then the limiting variance limt→∞ 1tE[X2t ]
exists and is equal to
2〈V , (−L)−1V 〉pi . (4.2)
By standard arguments we can extend σ2(V, π) to a symmetric bilinear form
σ2(V, Z, π) for V and Z in the range of (−L)− 12 . This bilinear form represents
limiting covariances, and an analog to the expression (4.2) can be easily obtained.
On the other hand, limiting variances and covariances can be viewed as norms
in Sobolev spaces which are defined in the following lines. Properties of this spaces
will be also used in Section 5.
Define for f ∈ D(L) ⊂ L2(π),
||f ||21 = 〈f, (−LN )f〉pi . (4.3)
It is easy to see that || · ||1 is a norm in D(L) that satisfies the parallelogram rule,
and therefore, that can be extended to an inner product in D(L). We denote by
H1 the completion of D(L) under the norm || · ||1, and by 〈 , 〉1 the induced inner
product. Now define
||f ||2−1 = sup
g∈D(L)
{2 〈f, g〉pi − 〈g, g〉1} , (4.4)
and denote by H−1 the completion with respect to || · ||−1 of the set of functions in
L2(π) satisfying ||f ||−1 < ∞. Later we state some well known properties of these
spaces.
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Lemma 4.1. For f ∈ L2(π) ∩H1 and g ∈ L2(π) ∩H−1, we have
i) ||g||−1 = suph∈D(L)\{0} 〈h,g〉pi||h||1 ,
ii) | 〈f, g〉pi | ≤ ||f ||1||g||−1 .
Property i) implies that H−1 is the topological dual of H1 with respect to
L2(π), and property ii) entails that the inner product 〈 , 〉pi can be extended to a
continuous bilinear form on H−1×H1. The preceding results remain in force when
L2(π) is replaced by any Hilbert space.
Observe that we can express the central limit theorem variance in terms of the
norms defined above. Indeed, σ2(V, π) is equal to
2||V ||−1 if V is in the range of (−L)− 12 , (4.5)
or
2||U ||1 if V = LU for some U ∈ D(L) . (4.6)
Now we proceed to see how to take advantage of the preceding general results in
our context. Let LN be the generator defined by
LN(f) =
1
2
∑
−N≤x≤x+1≤N
Xx,x+1[a(px, px+1)Xx,x+1(f)] .
Note that the sum is no longer periodic.
Let µN,y be the uniform measure on the sphere{
(p−N , · · · , pN ) ∈ R2N+1 :
N∑
i=−N
p2i = (2N + 1)y
2
}
,
and DN,y the Dirichlet form associated to this measure, which is given by
DN,y(f) =
1
2
∑
−N≤x≤x+1≤N
∫
a(px, px+1)[Xx,x+1(f)]
2µN,y(dp) .
Is not difficult to see that the measures µN,y are ergodic for the process with
generator LN . We are interested in the asymptotic behavior, as N goes to infinity,
of the variance
σ2(BN + â(y)AN −HFN , µN,y) , (4.7)
where,
AN (p−N , · · · , pN ) = p2N − p2−N ,
BN (p−N , · · · , pN ) =
∑
−N≤x≤x+1≤N
Wx,x+1 ,
HFN (p−N , · · · , pN ) =
∑
−N≤x−k≤x+k≤N
LN (τ
xF ) ,
with F (x−k, · · · , xk) a smooth function of 2k + 1 variables. Observe that these
three classes of functions are sums of translations of local functions, and have mean
zero with respect to every µN,y. We introduce ∆N,y to denote these variances and
covariances, for instance, ∆N,y(BN , BN ) = σ
2(BN , µN,y) and ∆N,y(AN , H
F
N ) =
σ2(AN , H
F
N , µN,y). The inner product in L
2(µN,y) is denoted by 〈 , 〉N,y.
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Observe that the functions BN and H
F
N belong to the range of LN , in fact
BN (p−N , · · · , pN) = LN (
N∑
x=−N
xp2x) , (4.8)
HFN (p−N , · · · , pN) = LN (ψFN ) , (4.9)
where,
ψFN =
∑
−N≤x−k≤x+k≤N
τxF .
This in particular implies that the central limit theorem variances and covariances
involving BN and H
F
N exist. After (4.6) they are also easily computable, which is
not the case for AN .
The first difficulty appearing in adapting the nongradient method to our case is
to find a spherical version of telescopic sums. Such a spherical version is obtained
as a consequence of Lemma 4.5 stated below. We also state Lemma 4.2, which
provides a way to evaluate some integrals over spheres. The proofs of these and
other interesting results can be founded in [1].
Lemma 4.2. Given p = (p1, · · · , pn),a = (a1, · · · , an), a =
∑n
k=1 ak and S
n−1(r) =
{p ∈ Rn : |p| = r} , define
E(p,a) =
n∏
k=1
(x2k)
ak and Sn(a, r) =
∫
Sn−1(r)
E(p,a) dσn−1
then,
Sn(a, r) =
2
∏n
k=1 Γ(ak +
1
2 )
Γ(a+ n2 )
r2a+n−1 .
Where dσn−1 denotes (n−1)-dimensional surface measure and Γ is gamma function.
Corollary 4.3. There exist a constant C depending on y and the lower bound of
a(·, ·) such that, for every u ∈ D(L)∣∣∣〈u,AN〉N,y∣∣∣ ≤ C(2N) 12DN,y(u) 12 .
Proof. Observe that
AN (p−N , · · · , pN ) =
N−1∑
x=−N
Xx,x+1(pxpx+1) .
Integrating by parts and applying Schwarz inequality we obtain∣∣∣〈u,AN〉N,y∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣
N−1∑
x=−N
∫
Xx,x+1(u)pxpx+1µN,y(dp)
∣∣∣∣∣
≤
∫ ( N−1∑
x=−N
a(px, px+1)(Xx,x+1(u))
2
) 1
2
(
N−1∑
x=−N
|pxpx+1|2
a(px, px+1)
) 1
2
µN,y(dp) ,
which implies the desired result. 
As a consequence of Corollary 4.3 we have that the central limit theorem vari-
ances and covariances involving AN exist. In spite of that, the core of the problem
will be to deal with the variance of AN which is not easily computable.
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Corollary 4.4. ∫ N−1∑
i=−N
p2i p
2
i+1µN,y(dp) =
2N(2N + 1)2
(2N + 3)(2N + 1)
y4 .
Lemma 4.5. (Divergence Theorem) Let Bn(r) = {p ∈ Rn : |p| ≤ r} and Sn−1(r) =
{p ∈ Rn : |p| = r}. Then for every continuously differentiable function f : Rn → R
we have,
r
∫
Bn(r)
∂f
∂pi
(p)dp =
∫
Sn−1(r)
f(s1, · · · , sn)si dσn−1.
Corollary 4.6. Taking r = y
√
2N + 1 in Lemma 4.5, we have for −N ≤ i, j ≤ N∫
Xi,j(f)pipjµN,y(dp) =
r
|S2N (r)|
∫
B2N+1(r)
(
pi
∂f
∂pi
− pj ∂f
∂pj
)
dp ,
where Xi,j = pj
∂
∂pi
− pi ∂∂pj .
Corollary 4.6 is extremely useful for us, because it provides a way to perform
telescopic sums over the sphere. In fact, it implies that given −N ≤ i < j ≤ N we
have ∫
Xi,j(f)pipjµN,y(dp) =
∫ j−1∑
k=i
Xk,k+1(f)pkpk+1µN,y(dp) . (4.10)
We should stress the fact that equality of the integrands is false, which is not the
case in the planar setting.
Now we return to the study of AN ,BN and H
F
N . The next proposition entails the
asymptotic behavior, as N goes to infinity, of the central limit theorem variances
and covariances involving BN or H
F
N , besides an estimate in the case of AN .
Theorem 4.7. The following limits hold locally uniformly in y > 0.
i) lim
N→∞
1
2N
∆N,y(H
F
N , H
F
N ) = Eνy [a(p0, p1)[Xx,x+1(F˜ )]
2] ,
ii) lim
N→∞
1
2N
∆N,y(BN , BN) = Eνy [a(p0, p1)(2p0p1)
2] ,
iii) lim
N→∞
1
2N
∆N,y(BN , H
F
N ) = −Eνy [2p0p1a(p0, p1)Xx,x+1(F˜ )] ,
iv) lim
N→∞
1
2N
∆N,y(AN , BN ) = −Eνy [(2p0p1)2] ,
v) lim
N→∞
1
2N
∆N,y(AN , H
F
N ) = 0 ,
vi) lim sup
N→∞
1
2N
∆N,y(AN , AN ) ≤ C ,
where F˜ is formally defined by
F˜ (p) =
∞∑
j=−∞
τ jF (p)
and C is a positive constant depending uniformly on y. Although F˜ do not really
make sense, the gradients Xi,i+1(F˜ ) are all well defined.
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Proof. i) From (4.9) and (4.6) we have that
∆N,y(H
F
N , H
F
N ) = 2DN,y(ψ
F
N )
=
∫ N−1∑
x=−N
a(px, px+1)[Xx,x+1(ψ
F
N )]
2µN,y(dp) .
The sum in the last line can be broken into two sums, the first one considering the
indexes in {−N + 2k, · · · , N − 2k− 1} and the second one considering the indexes
in the complement with respect to {−N, · · · , N − 1}. From the conditions imposed
over F , when divided by N , the term corresponding to the second sum tends to
zero as N goes to infinity. Then,
lim
N→∞
1
2N
∆N,y(H
F
N , H
F
N ) = lim
N→∞
∫
1
2N
N−1∑
x=−N
a(px, px+1)[Xx,x+1(ψ
F
N )]
2µN,y(dp)
= lim
N→∞
∫
1
2N
N−1∑
x=−N
τxg(p)µN,y(dp) ,
where g(p) = a(p0, p1)[Xx,x+1(F˜ )]
2 and
F˜ (p) =
∞∑
j=−∞
τ jF (p).
The desired result comes from the rotation invariance of µN,y together with the
equivalence of ensembles stated in Appendix C.
ii) This is proved in the same way as i) by using property (4.8).
iii) This is proved in the same way as i) by using property (4.9) and the fact
that Wx,x+1 = −Xx,x+1[pxpx+1a(px, px+1)].
iv) This is proved in the same way as i) by using property (4.8), the fact that
AN = XN,−N(pNp−N ) and Corollary 4.4.
v) This is proved by the same arguments used in the preceding items together
with the telescopic sum obtained in (4.10).
vi) By duality (c.f Lemma 4.1) ∆N,y(AN , AN ) = 2c
2, where c is the smallest
constant such that for every u ∈ D(L),∣∣∣〈u,AN 〉N,y∣∣∣ ≤ cDN,y(u) 12 . (4.11)
Recall that Corollary 4.3 ensures the existence of a constant C depending locally
uniformly on y, such that C(2N)
1
2 satisfies (4.11) for every u ∈ D(L). Therefore, c
is smaller than C(2N)
1
2 and
1
2N
∆N,y(AN , AN ) ≤ 2C2 ,
which concludes the proof of Theorem 4.7. 
We proceed now to calculate the only missing limit variance (the one correspond-
ing to AN ) in an indirect way, as follows.
Using the basic inequality
|∆N,y(AN , BN −HFN )|2 ≤ ∆N,y(AN , AN )∆N,y(BN −HFN , BN −HFN ) ,
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together with Theorem 4.7, we obtain
(4y4)2
Eνy [a(p0, p1){2p0p1 +X0,1(F˜ )}2]
≤ lim inf
N→∞
∆N,y(AN , AN )
2N
. (4.12)
Let us define aˆ(y) by the relation
aˆ(y) = y−4 inf
F
a(y, F ) , (4.13)
where the infimum is taken over all local smooth functions, and
a(y, F ) = Eνy [a(p0, p1)(p0p1 +X0,1(F˜ ))
2] . (4.14)
Since the limit appearing in (4.12) does not depend of F , we have
lim inf
N→∞
∆N,y(AN , AN )
2N
≥ 4y
4
â(y)
. (4.15)
Moreover, this limit is locally uniform in y.
We are now ready to state the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.8. The function â(y) is continuous in y > 0 and
lim
N→∞
1
2N
∆N,y(AN , AN ) =
4y4
aˆ(y)
. (4.16)
Proof. Let us define
l(y) = lim sup
N→∞
y′→y
1
2N
∆N,y′(AN , AN ) . (4.17)
By definition, â(y) and l(y) are upper semicontinuous functions.
In order to prove (4.16) it is enough to verify the following equality
l(y) =
4y4
aˆ(y)
. (4.18)
In fact, from the definition of l(y), it is clear that
lim sup
N→∞
1
2N
∆N,y(AN , AN ) ≤ l(y) ,
which together with (4.15) proves (4.16). Moreover, equality (4.18) together with
the upper semicontinuity of l(y) gives the lower semicontinuity of â(y). Ending the
proof of Theorem 4.8.
On the other hand, from the upper semicontinuity of aˆ(y) together with the
lower bound in (4.15) we obtain 4y
4
aˆ(y) ≤ l(y). Therefore, it remains to check the
validity of the opposite inequality, which is equivalent to prove that for every θ ∈ R
l(y) > θ =⇒ θ ≤ 4y
4
aˆ(y)
. (4.19)
Suppose that l(y) > θ. Then, there exist a sequence yN → y such that
lim
N→∞
1
2N
∆N,yN (AN , AN ) = A > θ .
By i) in Lemma 4.1 we have
{∆N,yN (AN , AN )}1/2 = sup
h∈D(LN)\{0}
〈h,AN 〉N,yN
DN,y(h)
1
2
.
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Then, there exist a sequence of smooth functions {wN}N≥1 such that wN ∈ Dom(LN )
and
〈wN , AN 〉N,yN >
√
NθDN,yN (wN )
1
2 .
We can suppose without loss of generality that
〈wN 〉N,yN = 0 . (4.20)
We can renormalize by taking γN =
1
y2
N
1
2N 〈wN , AN 〉N,yN and uN = γ−1N wN , ob-
taining a sequence of functions {uN}N≥1 satisfying
1
2N
∫
XN,−N(uN )pNp−NµN,yN (dp) = y
2
N , (4.21)
and
lim sup
N→∞
1
2N
∫ ∑
−N≤x≤x+1≤N
a(px, px+1)[Xx,x+1(uN)]
2µN,yN (dp) ≤
4y4
θ
. (4.22)
The aim of Lemma 4.9, Lemma 4.11 and Lemma 4.13 proved below, is to use the
sequence {uN}N≥1, together with properties (4.21) and (4.22), in order to obtain
a function ξ satisfying
i) Eνy [ξ] = 0 ,
ii) Eνy [p0p1ξ] = 0 ,
iii) Eνy [a(p0, p1){p0p1 + ξ}2] ≤
4y4
θ
,
besides an additional condition concerning Xi,i+1τ
jξ−Xj,j+1τ iξ (see Lemma 4.13).
Condition iii) obviously implies
θ ≤ 4y
4
Eνy [a(p0, p1){p0p1 + ξ}2]
. (4.23)
Rather less obvious is the fact that i), ii) and the extra condition on Xi,i+1τ
jξ −
Xj,j+1τ
iξ, imply that ξ belongs to the closure in L2(νy) of the set over which the
infimum in the definition of â(y) is taken (see (4.13)). The proof of this fact is the
content of Section 7.
In short, supposing l(y) > θ we will find a function ξ such thatEνy [a(p0, p1){p0p1+
ξ}2] ≤ 4y4θ . Additionally we will see that such a function belongs to the closure of
{X0,1(F˜ ) : F is a local smooth function}. These two facts imply the left hand side
of (4.19), finishing the proof of Theorem 4.8. 
Now we state and prove the lemmas concerning the construction of the function
ξ endowed with the required properties.
Lemma 4.9. Given θ > 0, k ∈ N and a convergent sequence of positive real
numbers {yN}N≥1 satisfying (4.21) and (4.22), there exists a sequence of functions
{u(k)N }N≥1 depending on the variables p−k, · · · , pk such that
1
2k
∫
Xk,−k(u
(k)
N )pkp−kµN,yN (dp) = y
2
N , (4.24)
and,
lim sup
N→∞
1
2k
∫ ∑
−k≤x≤x+1≤k
a(px, px+1)[Xx,x+1(u
(k)
N )]
2µN,yN (dp) ≤
4y4
θ
, (4.25)
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where y is the limit of {yN}N≥1.
Proof. Define for −N ≤ x ≤ x+ 1 ≤ N
αNx,x+1 = y
−2
N EµN,yN [pxpx+1Xx,x+1(uN )]
and
βNx,x+1 = y
−4
N EµN,yN [a(px, px+1)[Xx,x+1(uN )]
2] .
Where EµN,yN denotes integration with respect to µN,yN and uN is the function
satisfying (4.21) and (4.22).
Thanks to (4.21) and the telescopic sum obtained in (4.10) we have
αN−N,−N+1 + · · ·+ αNN−1,N = 2N .
After (4.22) for every ǫ > 0 there exist N0 such that
βN−N,−N+1 + · · ·+ βNN−1,N ≤ 2N(
4
θ
+ ǫy−4N ) ,
for all N ≥ N0.
By using Lemma 4.10 stated and proved below, we can conclude the existence
of a block ΛN,k of size 2k contained in {−N, · · · , N} such that
γN
 ∑
x,x+1∈ΛN,k
αNx,x+1
2 ≥ 2k ∑
x,x+1∈ΛN,k
βNx,x+1 , (4.26)
with γN =
4
θ + ǫy
−4
N .
Let us now introduce some notation. Denote by RN the rotation of axes defined
as
RN : R
2N+1 → R2N+1
(p−N , · · · , pN) → (p−N+1, · · · , pN , p−N) .
For an integer i > 0 we denote by RiN the composition of RN with itself i times,
for i < 0 the inverse of R−iN by R
i
N , and R
0
N for the identity function. As usually,
given a function u : R2N+1 → R we define RiNu = u ◦RiN .
Let us define
wN = R
i
NuN ,
where i is an integer satisfying ΛN,k = {i− k, · · · , i+ k} .
Now we proceed to check that (4.24) and (4.25) are satisfied by the sequence of
functions {ukN}N≥1 defined as
ukN = 2k
 ∑
x,x+1∈ΛN,k
αNx,x+1
−1EµN,yN [wN | Λk] ,
where Λk = {p−k, · · · , pk}. Because of the invariance under axes rotation of the
measure µN,yN , together with the relation
Xx,x+1(wN ) = R
−iXx+i,x+i+1(uN ) ,
we have that EµN,yN [pxpx+1Xx,x+1(u
k
N )] is equal to
2k
 ∑
x,x+1∈ΛN,k
αNx,x+1
−1EµN,yN [px+ipx+i+1Xx+i,x+i+1(uN )]
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for all x such that {px, px+1} ⊂ Λk. Then, summing over x we obtain that the left
hand side of (4.24) is equal to ∑
x,x+1∈ΛN,k
αNx,x+1
−1EµN,yN [ ∑
x,x+1∈ΛN,k
pxpx+1Xx,x+1(uN )] ,
which in turns is equal to y2N , proving (4.24).
Using Jensen’s inequality, and an analogous argument as the one used in the
preceding lines, we obtain that
EµN,yN [a(px, px+1)[Xx,x+1(u
k
N )]
2]
is bounded above by
4k2
 ∑
x,x+1∈ΛN,k
αNx,x+1
−2EµN,yN [a(px+i, px+i+1)[Xx+i,x+i+1(uN )]2] ,
for all x such that {px, px+1} ⊂ Λk. This implies (4.25) after adding over x, using
relation (4.26) and taking the superior limit as N goes to infinity. 
Now we state and proof the technical result used to derive 4.26.
Lemma 4.10. Let {ai}mi=1 and {bi}mi=1 two sequences of real and positive real num-
bers, respectively, satisfying
m∑
i=1
ai = m and
m∑
i=1
bi ≤ mγ , (4.27)
for fixed constants m ∈ N, γ > 0 and k << m. Then, there exists a block Λ of size
2k contained in the discrete torus {1, · · · ,m} such that
γ
(∑
i∈Λ
ai
)2
≥ 2k
∑
i∈Λ
bi . (4.28)
Proof. It is enough to check the case where 2k is a factor of m. In fact, in the
opposite case we can consider periodic sequences of size 2km instead of the originals
ones {ai}mi=1 and {bi}mi=1.
Therefore we can suppose that m = 2kl for some integer l, and define for i ∈
{1, · · · , l}
αi =
∑
x∈Λi
ax and βi =
∑
x∈Λi
bx ,
where Λi = {2k(i− 1), · · · , 2ki}.
We want to conclude that (4.28) is valid for at least one of the Λi’s. Let us argue
by contradiction.
Suppose that
√
2kβi > αiγ
1
2 for every i = 1, · · · , l. Adding over i and using the
first part of hypothesis (4.27), we obtain
l∑
i=1
√
2kβi > mγ
1
2 .
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By squaring both sides of the last inequality we have,
l∑
i=1
βi > mγ ,
which is in contradiction with the second part of hypothesis (4.27). 
Now we proceed to take, for each positive integer k, a weak limit of the sequence
{u(k)N }N≥1 obtained in Lemma 4.9.
Lemma 4.11. For each positive integer k there exists a function u˜k depending on
the variables p−k, · · · , pk such that
1
2k
Eνy [Xk,−k(u˜k)pkp−k] = y
2 , (4.29)
and
1
2k
Eνy
 ∑
−k≤x≤x+1≤k
a(px, px+1)[Xx,x+1(u˜k)]
2
 ≤ 4y4
θ
. (4.30)
Proof. Consider the linear functionals ΛNi,i+1 defined for −k ≤ i ≤ i+ 1 ≤ k by
ΛNi,i+1 : L
2(R2k+1; νy) → R
w → EµN,yN [Xi,i+1(u
(k)
N )w] .
Let Pk be an enumerable dense set of polynomials in L2(R2k+1; νy). From (4.30)
and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality we obtain the existence of a constant C such
that
|ΛNi,i+1(w)| ≤ C
(∫
w2dµN,yN
) 1
2
,
for every w ∈ Pk.
By a diagonal argument we can draw a subsequence for which the limits of
ΛNi,i+1(w) exist for all w ∈ Pk. Moreover, passing to the limit and extending to the
whole space L2(R2k+1; νy), we get linear functionals Λi,i+1 satisfying
|Λi,i+1(w)| ≤ C
(∫
w2dνy
) 1
2
. (4.31)
On the other hand, consider the linear functionals ΛN defined by
ΛN : L2(R2k+1; νy) → R
w → EµN,yN [u
(k)
N w] .
Because of (4.30), (4.20) and Poincare’s inequality we have
EµN,yN [(u
(k)
N )
2] ≤ 4y
4C
θ
,
for a constant C depending only on k. Then, by the very same arguments used
above, we get a linear functional Λ satisfying
|Λ(w)| ≤
√
C
(∫
w2dνy
) 1
2
. (4.32)
Finally, it follows from (4.31) and (4.32) the existence of a function u˜k satisfying
Λi,i+1(w) = Eνy [Xi,i+1(u˜k)w] ,
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Λ(w) = Eνy [u˜kw] ,
and therefore, satisfying (4.29) and (4.30). 
Now using the sequence {u˜k}k∈N we construct a sequence of functions {uk′}k′∈M
indexed on an infinite subset of N, each one depending on the variables p−k′ , · · · , pk′ .
This sequence will satisfy, besides (4.29) and (4.30), an additional condition regard-
ing the contribution of the terms near the boundary of {−k′, · · · , k′} to the total
Dirichlet form.
Lemma 4.12. There exist a sequence of functions {uk′}k′∈M indexed on an infinite
subset of N, each one depending on the variables p−k′ , · · · , pk′ , satisfying (4.29),
(4.30) and
Eνy [(Xx,x+1(uk′))
2] = O(k7/8) ,
for {x, x+1} ⊂ Ik′ ∪Jk′ , where Ik′ = [−k′,−k′+(k′)1/8] and Jk′ = [k′−(k′)1/8, k′].
Proof. Given k > 0 divide each interval [−k,−k + k1/4] and [k − k1/4, k] into k1/8
blocks of size k1/8, and consider the sequence {u˜k}k∈N obtained in Lemma 4.11.
Because of (4.30), for every k > 0 there exist k′ ∈ [k − k1/8, k] such that
Eνy
 ∑
{x,x+1}∈Ik′∪Jk′
(Xx,x+1(u˜k))
2
 = O(k7/8) .
Define for each k > 0 the function uk′ =
1
Cy,k,k′
Eνy
[
u˜k | Fk′−k′
]
, where
Cy,k,k′ =
1
2k′y2
2ky2 −Eνy
 ∑
{x,x+1}∈Ik′∪Jk′
pxpx+1Xx,x+1(u˜k)

and Fk
′
−k′ denotes the σ-field generated by p−k′ , · · · , pk′ .
Is easy to see that the sequence {uk′}k′ satisfies the desired conditions. 
Finally, we obtain the weak limit used in the proof of Theorem 4.8.
Lemma 4.13. There exist a function ξ in L2(νy) satisfying
Eνy [ξ] = 0, (4.33)
Eνy [p0p1ξ] = 0, (4.34)
Eνy [a(p0, p1)[p0p1 + ξ]
2] ≤ 4y
4
θ
, (4.35)
and the integrability conditions
Xi,i+1(τ
jξ) = Xj,j+1(τ
iξ) if {i, i+ 1} ∩ {j, j + 1} = ∅, (4.36)
pi+1[Xi+1,i+2(τ
iξ)−Xi,i+1(τ i+1ξ)] = pi+2τ iξ − piτ i+1ξ for i ∈ Z. (4.37)
Proof. For all integer k > 0 define
ζk =
1
2k′
k′−1∑
i=−k′
Xi,i+1(uk′)(τ
−i).
It is clear from the definition of ζk that Eνy [ζk] = 0 and
p0p1ζk′ (ω) =
1
2k′
k′−1∑
i=−k′
{pipi+1Xi,i+1(uk′)}(τ−i).
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Therefore, after (4.29) it follows that Eνy [p0p1ζk] = y
4.Moreover, by using Schwarz
inequality, translation invariance of the measure and condition (4.30), we obtain
Eνy [a(p0, p1)ζ
2
k ] ≤
4y4
θ
.
Now consider the sequence {ξk}k≥1 defined by
ξk = ζk − p0p1.
Since the preceding sequence is uniformly bounded in L2(νy), there exist a weak
limit function ξ ∈ L2(νy). Clearly, the function ξ satisfies (4.33), (4.34) and (4.35).
In addition, an elementary calculation shows that (4.36) and (4.37) are satisfied
by ξk up to an error coming from a small number of terms near the edge of [−k′, k′].
Then, in view of Lemma 4.12, the final part of the lemma is satisfied as well. 
5. Boltzmann-Gibbs Principle
The aim of this section is to provide a proof for Theorem 3.2. In fact, we will
prove a stronger result that will be also useful in the proof of tightness. Namely,
lim
k→∞
lim
N→∞
EνNy
 sup
0≤t≤T
∫ t
0
√
N
∑
x∈TN
∇NHs(x/N)[Vx(p(s))− LNτxFk(p(s))] ds
2 = 0
where,
Vx(p) =Wx,x+1(p)− aˆ(y)[p2x+1 − p2x] .
We begin localizing the problem. Fix an integer M that shall increase to infinity
after N . Being l and r the integers satisfying N = lM + r with 0 ≤ r < M , define
for j = 1, · · · , l
Bj = {(j − 1)M + 1, · · · , jM} ,
B′j = {(j − 1)M + 1, · · · , jM − 1} ,
Bkj = {(j − 1)M + 1, · · · , jM − sk} ,
where sk is the size of the block supporting Fk. Define the remaining block as
Bl+1 = {lM + 1, · · · , N}. With this notations we can write
√
N
∑
x∈TN
∇NHs(x/N)[Vx(p(s))− LN τxFk(p(s))] = V1 + V2 + V3 (5.1)
with,
V1 =
√
N
l∑
j=1
∑
x∈B′j
∇NHs(x/N)Vx −
√
N
l∑
j=1
∑
x∈Bk
j
∇NHs(x/N)LN τxFk ,
V2 =
√
N
∑
x∈Bl+1
∇NHs(x/N)Vx −
√
N
∑
x∈Bl+1
∇NHs(x/N)LN τxFk ,
V3 =
√
N
l∑
j=1
∇NHs(jK/N)VjM −
√
N
l∑
j=1
∑
x∈Bj\Bkj
∇NHs(x/N)LNτxFk .
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Observe that V1 is a sum of functions which depends on disjoint blocks, and contains
almost all the terms appearing in the left hand side of (5.1), therefore, V2 and V3
can be considered as error terms. In order to prove Theorem 3.2 it suffices to show
lim
k→∞
lim
N→∞
EνNy
[
sup
0≤t≤T
(∫ t
0
Vi ds
)2]
= 0 , (5.2)
for each Vi separately.
The following is a very useful estimate of the time variance in terms of the H−1
norm defined in (4.4).
Proposition 5.1. Given T > 0 and a mean zero function V ∈ L2(π) ∩H−1,
Epi
[
sup
0≤t≤T
(∫ t
0
V (ps) ds
)2]
≤ 24T ||V ||2−1 .
See Lemma 2.4 in [16] or Proposition 6.1 in [13] for a proof .
Remark 5.2. A slightly modification in the proof given in [16] permit to conclude
that, for every smooth function h : [0, T ]→ R,
Epi
[
sup
0≤t≤T
(∫ t
0
h(s)V (ps) ds
)2]
≤ Ch||V ||2−1 ,
where,
Ch = 6{4||h||2∞T 2 + ||h′||2∞T 3} .
Moreover, in our case we have
EνNy
 sup
0≤t≤T
∫ t
0
l∑
j=1
hj(s)VBj (ps) ds
2
 ≤ l∑
j=1
Chj ||VBj ||2−1 ,
for functions {VBj}lj=1 depending on disjoint blocks.
The proof of (5.2) will be divided in three lemmas.
Lemma 5.3.
lim
k→∞
lim
N→∞
EνNy
[
sup
0≤t≤T
(∫ t
0
V2 ds
)2]
= 0 .
Proof. By Proposition 5.1, the expectation in the last expression is bounded above
by the sum of the following three terms
3CH |Bl+1|
N
∑
x∈Bl+1
〈
Wx,x+1 , (−LN )−1Wx,x+1
〉
, (5.3)
3aˆ(y)2CH |Bl+1|
N
∑
x∈Bl+1
〈
p2x+1 − p2x , (−LN )−1p2x+1 − p2x
〉
, (5.4)
3CH |Bl+1|
N
∑
x∈Bl+1
〈(−LN )τxFk, τxFk〉 . (5.5)
Here CH represents a constant depending on H and T , that can be multiplied by
a constant from line to line.
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Using the variational formula for the H−1 norm (see (4.4)) we can see that the
expression in (5.3) is equal to
CH |Bl+1|
N
∑
x∈Bl+1
sup
g∈L2(νNy )
{2 〈Wx,x+1, g〉+ 〈g,Lx,x+1g〉} ,
where,
Lx,x+1 = 1
2
Xx,x+1[a(px, px+1)Xx,x+1] .
From the definition given in (2.4) we have Wx,x+1 = −Xx,x+1[a(px, px+1)pxpx+1].
Performing integration by parts in the two inner products, we can write the quantity
inside the sum as
1
2
sup
g∈L2(νNy )
{4 〈a(px, px+1)pxpx+1, Xx,x+1g〉 − 〈Xx,x+1g, a(px, px+1)Xx,x+1g〉} ,
which by the elementary inequality 2ab ≤ A−1a2 +Ab2, is bounded above by
2
〈
a(px, px+1)p
2
xp
2
x+1
〉
.
Then the expression in (5.3) is bounded above by
CH |Bl+1|2
N
.
The same is true for the term corresponding to (5.4), which coincides with (5.3) if
we take a(r, s) ≡ 1.
Since Fk is a local function supported in a box of size sk and ν
N
y is translation
invariant, we have for all x, y ∈ TN
〈τxFk, (−LN )τyFk〉 ≤ sk ||X0,1(F˜k)||2L2(νNy ) ,
which implies that the expression in (5.5) is bounded by
CH |Bl+1|2
N
sk ||X0,1(F˜k)||2L2(νNy ) ,
ending the proof. 
Lemma 5.4.
lim
k→∞
lim
N→∞
EνNy
[
sup
0≤t≤T
(∫ t
0
V3 ds
)2]
= 0 .
Proof. The proof is similar to the preceding one. 
Lemma 5.5.
lim
k→∞
lim
N→∞
EνNy
[
sup
0≤t≤T
(∫ t
0
V1 ds
)2]
= 0 .
Proof. Recall that the expectation in the last expression is by definition
NEνNy
 sup
0≤t≤T
∫ t
0
l∑
j=1

∑
x∈B′
j
∇NHs(x/N)Vx −
∑
x∈Bk
j
∇NHs(x/N)LNτxFk ds


2 .
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The smoothness of the function H allows to replace ∇NHs(x/N) into each sum
in the last expression by ∇NHs(x∗j/N), where x∗j ∈ Bj (for instance, take x∗j =
(j − 1)K + 1 ), obtaining
NEνNy
 sup
0≤t≤T
∫ t
0
l∑
j=1
∇NHs(x∗j/N)
∑
x∈B′
j
Vx −
∑
x∈Bk
j
LNτxFk ds

2
 .
By proposition 5.1 and Remark 5.2, the quantity in the preceding line is bounded
above by
CH
N
l∑
j=1
〈∑
x∈B′
j
Vx −
∑
x∈Bk
j
LNτxFk , (−LN )−1
∑
x∈B′
j
Vx −
∑
x∈Bk
j
LNτxFk
〉
νy
,
Using the variational formula for the H−1 norm given in (4.4) and the convexity of
the Dirichlet form, we are able to replace (−LN )−1 by (−LB′
j
)−1 in the expression
above. In addition, by translation invariance of the measure νNy we can bound this
expression by
CH
l
N
〈∑
x∈B′
1
Vx −
∑
x∈Bk
1
LNτxFk , (−LB′
1
)−1
∑
x∈B′
1
Vx −
∑
x∈Bk
1
LN τxFk
〉
νy
.
By the equivalence of ensembles stated in Appendix C and the fact that lN ∼ 1M ,
the limit superior, as N goes to infinity, of the last expression is bounded above by
CH lim sup
M→∞
1
M
〈∑
x∈B′
1
Vx −
∑
x∈Bk
1
LNτxFk , (−LB′
1
)−1
∑
x∈B′
1
Vx −
∑
x∈Bk
1
LNτxFk
〉
ν
M,
√
My
.
The last line can be written as
CH lim sup
M→∞
1
M
∆M,y(BM + â(y)AM −HFkM , BM + â(y)AM −HFkM ), (5.6)
by using the notation introduced in Section 4. For that, it suffices to replace M by
2M+1 from the beginning of this section. Here BM correspond to the current in a
block, and is not to be confused with the notation used for the blocks themselves.
On the other hand, it is easy to check that the variance appearing in (5.6) is
equal to
(â(y))2∆M,y(AM , AM ) +∆M,y(BM , BM ) + ∆M,y(H
Fk
M ,H
Fk
M )
− 2â(y)∆M,y(AM , BM ) +∆M,y(AM ,HFkM )−∆M,y(BM ,HFkM ) .
Therefore, thanks to Theorem 4.7 and Theorem 4.8, if we divide by M and take
the limit as M goes to infinity at both sides of last expression, we can conclude
that
lim
M→∞
1
M
∆M,y(BM + â(y)AM −HFkM ) = 4a(y, 1/2Fk)− 4y4â(y) .
By the definition of the sequence {Fk}k≥1 (see (3.2)), the limit as k goes to infinity
of the last term is equal to zero. 
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6. Tightness
Let us firstly introduce some notation in order to define a space in which fluctu-
ations take place and in which we will be able to prove tightness. Let −∆ be the
positive operator, essentially self-adjoint on L2([0, 1]) defined by
Dom(−∆) = C20 ([0, 1]),
−∆ = − d
2
dx2
,
where C20 ([0, 1]) denotes the space of twice continuously differentiable functions on
(0, 1) which are continuous in [0, 1] and which vanish at the boundary. It is well
known that its normalized eigenfunctions are given by en(x) =
√
2 sin(πnx) with
corresponding eigenvalues λn = (πn)
2 for every n ∈ N , moreover, {en}n∈N forms
an orthonormal basis of L2([0, 1]).
For any nonnegative k denote byHk the Hilbert space obtained as the completion
of C20 ([0, 1]) endowed with the inner product
〈f, g〉k = 〈f, (−∆)kg〉 ,
where 〈, 〉 stands for the inner product in L2([0, 1]). We have from the spectral
theorem for self-adjoint operators that
Hk = {f ∈ L2([0, 1]) :
∞∑
n=1
n2k〈f, en〉 <∞} , (6.1)
and
〈f, g〉k =
∞∑
n=1
(πn)2k〈f, en〉〈g, en〉 . (6.2)
This is valid also for negative k. In fact, if we denote the topological dual of Hk by
H−k we have
H−k = {f ∈ D′([0, 1]) :
∞∑
n=1
n−2kf(en)2 <∞} . (6.3)
The H−k-inner product between the distributions f and g can be written as
〈f, g〉−k =
∞∑
n=1
(πn)−2kf(en)g(en) , (6.4)
Denote by QN the probability measure on C([0, T ],H−k) induced by the energy
fluctuation field Y Nt and the Markov process {pN(t), t ≥ 0} defined in Section 2,
starting from the equilibrium probability measure νNy .
We are now ready to state the main result of this section, which proof is divided
in lemmas.
Theorem 6.1. The sequence {QN}N≥1 is tight in C([0, T ],H−k) for k > 32 .
In order to establish the tightness of the sequence {QN}N≥1 of probability mea-
sures on C([0, T ],H−k), it suffices to check the following two conditions (c.f. [13]
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p.299),
lim
A→∞
lim sup
N→∞
Pνy
[
sup
0≤t≤T
||Y Nt ||−k > A
]
= 0 , (6.5)
lim
δ→0
lim sup
N→∞
Pνy
[
w(Y N , δ) > ǫ
]
= 0 , (6.6)
where the modulus of continuity w(Y, δ) is defined by
w(Y, δ) = sup
|t−s|<δ
0≤s<t≤T
||Yt − Ys||−k .
Let us recall that for every function H ∈ C2(T) we have
Y Nt (H) = Y
N
0 (H)− ZNt (H)−MNt (H) , (6.7)
where,
ZNt (H) =
∫ t
0
√
N
∑
x∈TN
∇NH(x/N)Wx,x+1(s)ds ,
MNt (H) =
∫ t
0
1√
N
∑
x∈TN
∇NH(x/N)σ(px(s), px+1(s)) dBx,x+1(s) .
The quadratic variation of the martingale {MNt (H)}t≥0 is given by
〈MNt (H)〉(t) =
1
N
∑
x∈TN
∫ t
0
|∇NH( x
N
, s)|2a(px, px+1)p2xp2x+1ds .
We begin by giving the following key estimate.
Lemma 6.2. There exist a constant B = B(y, T ) such that for every function
H ∈ C2(T) and every N ≥ 1
Eνy
[
sup
0≤t≤T
(Y Nt (H))
2
]
≤ B
{
1
N
∑
x∈TN
H(x/N)2 +
1
N
∑
x∈TN
(∇NH(x/N))2
}
.
Proof. From the definition of the fluctuation field it is clear that
Eνy
[
(Y N0 (H))
2
]
= 2y4
1
N
∑
x∈TN
H(x/N)2 , (6.8)
and by Doob’s inequality together with the fact that a(·, ·) ≤ C we have
Eνy
[
sup
0≤t≤T
(MNt (H))
2
]
≤ CTy4 1
N
∑
x∈TN
(∇NH(x/N))2 . (6.9)
From Proposition 5.1 of Section 5 and the variational formula given in (4.4) we
obtain
Eνy
[
sup
0≤t≤T
(
ZNt (H)
)2]
≤ 24T
N
sup
g∈D(L)
〈2 ∑
x∈TN
∇NH(x/N)Wx,x+1g〉νy + 〈g,Lg〉νy
 .
After integration by parts, the first term in the expression into braces can be
written as
−2〈
∑
x∈TN
∇NH(x/N)a(px, px+1)pxpx+1Xx,x+1(g)〉νy ,
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which by Schwartz inequality is bounded above by
2〈
∑
x∈TN
(∇NH(x/N))2a(px, px+1)p2xp2x+1〉νy +
1
2
〈
∑
x∈TN
a(px, px+1)(Xx,x+1(g))
2〉νy .
Thus,
Eνy
[
sup
0≤t≤T
(
ZNt (H)
)2] ≤ 48TCy4 1
N
∑
x∈TN
(∇NH(x/N))2 .

Corollary 6.3. Condition (6.5) is valid for k > 32 .
Proof. From (6.4) and Lemma 6.2 we obtain
lim sup
N→∞
Eνy
[
sup
0≤t≤T
||Y Nt ||2−k
]
≤
∞∑
n=1
(πn)−2k lim sup
N→∞
Eνy
[
sup
0≤t≤T
Y Nt (en)
2
]
≤ B
∞∑
n=1
(πn)−2k(1 + (πn)2) .
The proof is then concluded by using Chebychev’s inequality. 
In view of (6.4) and Lemma 6.2 we reduce the problem of equicontinuity as
follows.
lim sup
N→∞
Eνy
[
w(Y N , δ)
] ≤ ∞∑
n=1
(πn)−2k lim sup
N→∞
Eνy
 sup
|t−s|<δ
0≤s<t≤T
(Y Nt (en)− Y Ns (en))2

≤ 4
∞∑
n=1
(πn)−2k lim sup
N→∞
Eνy
 sup
|t−s|<δ
0≤s<t≤T
(Y Nt (en))
2

≤ B
∞∑
n=1
(πn)−2k(1 + (πn)2) .
Therefore, the series appearing in the first line of the above expression is uniformly
convergent in δ if k > 32 . Thus, in order to verify condition (6.6) it is enough to
prove
lim
δ→0
lim sup
N→∞
Eνy
 sup
|t−s|<δ
0≤s<t≤T
(Y Nt (en)− Y Ns (en))2
 = 0 ,
for every n ≥ 1.
We analyze separately the terms corresponding to MNt and Z
N
t (see 6.7). In
next lemma we state a global estimate for the martingale part.
Lemma 6.4. For every function H and every m ∈ N, there exists a constant C
depending only on m such that
EνNy [ |MNt (H)|2m ] ≤ Cy2mtm
{
1
N
∑
x∈TN
|∇NH( x
N
, s)|2
}m
.
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Proof. Denote the continuous martingaleMNt (H) byMt, and let Cm be a constant
depending only on m which can change from line to line.
Using the explicit expression for the martingale and applying Itoˆ’s formula we
have
d(Mt)
2m = 2m(Mt)
2m−1dMt +m(2m− 1)(Mt)2m−2Qtdt,
where,
Qt =
1
N
∑
x∈TN
|∇NH( x
N
)|2a(px, px+1)p2xp2x+1 .
Explicit calculations lead us to
EνNy [(Qt)
m] ≤ Cmy2m
{ 1
N
∑
x∈TN
|∇NH( x
N
)|2}m ,
thus, by stationarity and applying Ho¨lder’s inequality for space and time we obtain
EνNy [(Mt)
2m] ≤ Cmy2t 1m 1
N
∑
x∈TN
|∇NH( x
N
)|2
(∫ t
0
EνNy [(Ms)
2m]ds
) 2m−2
2m
. (6.10)
In terms of the function f(t) =
(∫ t
0
EνNy [(Ms)
2m]ds
) 1
m
, inequality (6.10) reads
f ′(t) ≤ Cmy2t 1m 1
N
∑
x∈TN
|∇NH( x
N
)|2 ,
and integrating we obtain
f(t) ≤ Cmy2t1+ 1m 1
N
∑
x∈TN
|∇NH( x
N
)|2 .
The proof ends by using the last line to estimate the right hand side of (6.10). 
In order to pass from this global estimate to a local estimate, we will use the
Garcia’s inequality.
Lemma 6.5. (Garcia-Rodemich-Rumsey) (cf [21] p.47) Given p : [0,∞]→ R con-
tinuous, strictly increasing functions such that p(0) = ψ(0) = 0 and limt→∞ ψ(t) =
∞. Given φ ∈ C([0, T ];Rd) if∫ T
0
∫ T
0
ψ
( |φ(t)− φ(s)|
p(|t− s|)
)
dsdt ≤ B <∞
then, for 0 ≤ s < t ≤ T
|φ(t)− φ(s)| ≤ 8
∫ t−s
0
ψ−1
(
4B
u2
)
p(du).
Lemma 6.6. For every function H ∈ C2(T),
lim
δ→0
lim sup
N→∞
Eνy
 sup
|t−s|<δ
0≤s<t≤T
(
MNt (H)−MNs (H)
)2 = 0 .
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Proof. Taking p(u) =
√
u and ψ(u) = u6 in Lemma 6.5 we get
|φ(t) − φ(s)| ≤ CB1/6|t− s|1/6 ,
where,
B =
∫ T
0
∫ T
0
|φ(t) − φ(s)|6
|t− s|3 dsdt . (6.11)
Taking φ(t) =MNt (H) we obtain
EνNy
[
sup
|t−s|<δ
0≤s<t≤T
|M̂HN (t)− M̂HN (s)|2
] ≤ Cy2δ1/3T 2/3 1
N
∑
x∈TN
(∇H(x/N))2 ,
which implies the desired result.
Observe that the integral in (6.11) is finite, which permits to apply Lemma 6.5.
In fact, as a consequence of Lemma 6.4 and Kolmogorov- Cˇentsov theorem, we have
α-Ho¨lder continuity of paths for α ∈ [0, 12 ). 
The proof of Theorem 6.1 will be concluded by proving the following lemma.
Lemma 6.7. For every function H ∈ C2(T),
lim
δ→0
lim sup
N→∞
Eνy
 sup
|t−s|<δ
0≤s<t≤T
(
ZNt (H)− ZNs (H)
)2 = 0
Proof. Recall that the expectation appearing above is by definition
Eνy
 sup
|t−s|<δ
0≤s<t≤T
(∫ t
s
√
N
∑
x∈TN
∇NH(x/N)Wx,x+1(s)ds
)2 . (6.12)
Now we take advantage of the decomposition obtained for the current in the pre-
ceding sections, which allows to study separately the diffusive part of the cur-
rent and the part coming from a fluctuation term. For this we add and subtract
aˆ(y)[p2x+1 − p2x] + LN (τxFk(p)) from Wx,x+1, obtaining that (6.12) is bounded
above by 3 times the following sum
4Eνy
 sup
0≤t≤T
∫ t
0
√
N
∑
x∈TN
∇NH(x/N)[Wx,x+1(s)− aˆ(y)[p2x+1 − p2x]− LN (τxFk(p))]ds
2
+ aˆ(y)2Eνy
 sup
|t−s|<δ
0≤s<t≤T
∫ t
s
√
N
∑
x∈TN
∇NH(x/N)[p2x+1 − p2x]ds
2

+ Eνy
 sup
|t−s|<δ
0≤s<t≤T
∫ t
s
√
N
∑
x∈TN
∇NH(x/N)LN(τxFk(p))ds
2
 .
The first term tends to zero as k tends to infinity after N. In fact, this is the content
of the Boltzmann-Gibbs Principle proved in Section 5.
Performing a sum by parts and using Schwartz inequality together with the
stationarity, we can see that the second term is bounded above by
aˆ(y)2δTEνy
( 1√
N
∑
x∈TN
∆NH(x/N)p
2
x
)2 .
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We can replace in the last line p2x by [p
2
x − y2] (because of periodicity), obtaining
that this expression is bounded above by
3y4aˆ(y)2δT
1
N
∑
x∈TN
(∆NH(x/N))
2 .
For the third term we add and subtract M2N,Fk(H
·t)−M2N,Fk(H ·s) to the integral,
where M2N,Fk(H
·t) is the martingale defined after equation (3.1). In that way we
obtain that this term is bounded above by 2 times the sum of the following two
terms,
Eνy
 sup
|t−s|<δ
0≤s<t≤T
(
M2N,F (H
·t)−M2N,F (H ·s)
)2 ,
4Eνy
 sup
0≤t≤T
(
M2N,Fk(H
·t) +
∫ t
0
√
N
∑
x∈TN
∇NH(x/N)LN (τxFk(p))ds
)2 .
Since the functions Fk are local and belong to the Schwartz space, we can handle
the first term in the same way as we did with MNt (H) in Lemma 6.4 and Lemma
6.6 . The second term tends to zero as N goes to infinity, as stated in Lemma
3.3. 
7. The Space Hy
The aim of this section is to define the space Hy and prove the characterization
that was used in the proof of Theorem 4.8. Let us begin by introducing some
notation.
Let Ω = RZ and p = (· · · , p−1, p0, p1, · · · ) a typical element of this set. Define
for i ∈ Z the shift operator τ i : Ω → Ω by τ i(p)j = pj+i , and τ if(p) = f(τ ip) for
any function f : Ω → R. We will consider the product measure νy on Ω given by
dνy =
∏∞
−∞
exp(
−p2x
2y2
)
√
2piy
dp.
Let us define A = ∪k≥1Ak, where Ak is the space of smooth functions F de-
pending on 2k + 1 variables. Given F ∈ Ak we can consider the formal sum
F˜ (p) =
∞∑
j=−∞
τ jF (p) , (7.1)
and for i ∈ Z the well defined
∂F˜
∂pi
(p) =
∑
i−k≤j≤i+k
∂
∂pi
F (pj−k, · · · , pj+k) .
The formal invariance F˜ (τ(p)) = F˜ (p) lead us to the precise covariance
∂F˜
∂pi
(p) =
∂F˜
∂p0
(τ ip) . (7.2)
Recall that Xi,j = pj∂pi − pi∂pj . Given F ∈ A and i ∈ Z, Xi,i+1(F˜ ) is well defined
and satisfies
Xi,i+1(F˜ )(p) = τ
iX0,1(F˜ )(p) .
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Finally we define the following set
By = {X0,1(F˜ ) ∈ L2(νy) : F ∈ A}.
In terms of the notation introduced above, the variational formula obtained in
(4.13) for the diffusion coefficient can be written as
aˆ(y) = y−4 inf
ξ∈By
Eνy [a(p0, p1)(p0p1 + ξ)
2] . (7.3)
As is well known, if we denote by Hy the closure of By in L2(νy), then
aˆ(y) = y−4 inf
ξ∈Hy
Eνy [a(p0, p1)(p0p1 + ξ)
2] ,
and the infimum will be attained at a unique ξ ∈ Hy.
At the end of the proof of Theorem 4.8 we used an intrinsic characterization of
the space Hy. In order to obtain such a characterization, we can first observe that
defining ξ = X0,1(F˜ ) for F ∈ A, the following properties are satisfied:
i) Eνy [ξ] = 0,
ii) Eνy [p0p1ξ] = 0,
iii) Xi,i+1(τ
jξ) = Xj,j+1(τ
iξ) if {i, i+ 1} ∩ {j, j + 1} = ∅,
iv) pi+1[Xi+1,i+2(τ
iξ)−Xi,i+1(τ i+1ξ)] = pi+2τ iξ − piτ i+1ξ for i ∈ Z.
Now we can claim the desired characterization.
Theorem 7.1. If ξ ∈ L2(νy) satisfies conditions i) to iv) (the last two in a weak
sense) then ξ ∈ Hy.
The proof of Theorem 7.1 relies on the results obtained in Appendix B and
Appendix A. Additionally the introduction of a cut off function is required in order
to control large energies.
Proof. The goal is to find a sequence (FN )N≥1 in A, such that the sequence
{X0,1(F˜N )}N≥1 converges to ξ in L2(νy). As is well known, the strong and the
weak closure of a subspace of a Banach space coincide, therefore it will be enough
to show that {X0,1(F˜N )}N≥1 converges weakly to ξ in L2(νy).
Firstly observe that for any smooth function F (p−k, · · · , pk) we can rewrite
X0,1(F˜ ), by using (7.2), as
k−1∑
i=−k
Xi,i+1(F )(τ
−ip) +
(
pk+1
∂F
∂pk
)
(τ−kp)−
(
p−k−1
∂F
∂p−k
)
(τk+1p) . (7.4)
Roughly speaking, the idea is to use the criteria obtained in Appendix B to integrate
the system (B.1) in order to find a function F such that ξ is approximated by the
sum in the first term of (7.4), and then to control the border terms.
We define
ξ
(2N)
i,i+1 = Eνy [ξi,i+1|F2N−2N ]ϕ
(
1
4N + 1
2N∑
i=−2N
p2i
)
, (7.5)
where ξi,i+1(p) = τiξ(p), F
N
−N is the sub σ-field of Ω generated by {p−N , · · · , pN}
and ϕ is a smooth function with compact support such that 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 1 and
ϕ(y2) = 1. We introduce this cutoff in order to do uniform bounds later.
Since νy is a product measure and the part corresponding to ϕ is radial, the set
of functions {ξ(2N)i,i+1}−2N≤i≤i+1≤2N even satisfies conditions iii) and iv). Therefore,
after Theorem B.1 the system
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Xi,i+1(g
(N)) = ξ
(N)
i,i+1 for − 2N ≤ i ≤ i+ 1 ≤ 2N (7.6)
can be integrated. Since Eνy [g
(N)|p2−2N + · · · + p2N ] is radial and the integration
was performed over spheres, g˜(2N) = g(2N) − Eνy [g(2N)|p2−2N + · · · + p2N ] is still a
solution of the system (7.6). Therefore, without lost of generality, we can suppose
that Eνy [g
(N)|p2−2N + · · · + p22N = y2] = 0 for every y ∈ R+. This will be useful
when applying the spectral gap estimate.
In order to construct the desired sequence firstly define
g(N,k) =
1
2(N + k)y4
Eνy [p
2
−N−k−1p
2
N+k+1g
(2N)|FN+k−N−k] ,
and,
ĝN(p−7N/4, · · · , p7N/4) = 4
N
3N/4∑
k=N/2
g(N,k) .
Using (7.4) for g(N,k) and averaging over k we obtain that
X0,1
 ∞∑
j=−∞
τ j ĝN
 = ξ + y−4{I1N + I2N + I3N +R1N −R2N},
where,
I1N =
3̂N/4∑
k=N/2
N̂+k∑
i=−N−k
τ−iEνy [p
2
N+k+1p
2
−N−k−1(ξ
(2N)
i,i+1 − ξ(N+k)i,i+1 )ϕ(r2−2N,2N )|FN+k−N−k] ,
I2N =
3̂N/4∑
k=N/2
N̂+k∑
i=−N−k
τ−i{(ξ(N+k)i,i+1 − ξi,i+1)Eνy [p2N+k+1p2−N−k−1ϕ(r2−2N,2N )|FN+k−N−k]} ,
I3N =
3̂N/4∑
k=N/2
N̂+k∑
i=−N−k
ξ(p)τ−iEνy [p
2
N+k+1p
2
−N−k−1(ϕ(r
2
−2N,2N )− 1)|FN+k−N−k] ,
R1N =
3̂N/4∑
k=N/2
τ−N−k{pN+k+1 ∂
∂pN+k
g(N,k)} ,
R2N =
3̂N/4∑
k=N/2
τN+k+1{p−N−k−1 ∂
∂p−N−k
g(N,k)} .
Here
∑̂3N/4
k=N/2 =
4
N+4
∑3N/4
k=N/2, that is, the hat over the sum symbol means that
this sum is in fact an average. The notation r2−2N,2N is just an abbreviation for
1
4N+1
∑2N
i=−2N p
2
i .
The proof of the theorem will be concluded in the following way. In Lemma 7.4
the convergence in L2(νy) to zero of the middle terms I
1
N , I
2
N , I
3
N is demonstrated.
We stress the fact that weak convergence to zero of each border term is false.
However, weak convergence to zero of the sequence {R1N − R2N}N≥1 is true, as
ensured by Lemmas 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7.
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Therefore X0,1
 ∞∑
j=−∞
τ j ĝN

N≥1
,
is weakly convergent to ξ. 
Before entering in the proof of the lemmas, let us state two remarks.
Remark 7.2. We know that Eνy [ξ0,1|FN−N ] L
2
−−→ ξ0,1, i.e given ǫ > 0 there exist
N0 ∈ N such that
Eνy [|ξ0,1 − ξ(N)0,1 |2] ≤ ǫ if N ≥ N0 .
Moreover, by translation invariance we have
Eνy [|ξi,i+1 − ξ(N)i,i+1|2] ≤ ǫ if [−N0 − i, N0 + i] ⊆ [−N,N ] .
Proof. Given A ∈ FN−i−N−i we have∫
A
ξ
(N)
i,i+1(τ
−ip)νy(dp) =
∫
A
ξ0,1(p)νy(dp) .
Since in addition ξ
(N)
i,i+1(τ
−i) ∈ FN−i−N−i, we have
ξ
(N)
i,i+1(τ
−i) = Eνy [ξ0,1|FN−i−N−i] ,
and therefore,
Eνy [|ξi,i+1 − ξ(N)i,i+1|2] = Eνy [|ξ0,1 − ξ(N)i,i+1(τ−i)|2] ≤ Eνy [|ξ0,1 − ξ(N0)0,1 |2].

Remark 7.3. A strong law of large numbers is satisfied for (p2i )i∈Z. In fact we
have
Eνy
( 1
N
N∑
i=1
p2i − y2
)2 ≤ 8y8
N
.
Lemma 7.4 (Middle terms). For i = 1, 2, 3 we have
lim
N→∞
Eνy [(I
i
N )
2] = 0 .
Proof. The convergence to zero as N tends to infinity of I1N and I
2
N in L
2(νy) follows
directly from Schwartz inequality, Remark 7.2 and the fact that ϕ is a bounded
function.
Using exchange symmetry of the measure, I3N can be rewritten as
ξ(p)
3̂N/4∑
k=N/2
N̂+k∑
i=−N−k
Eνy [
N̂−k∑
j=1
p2N+k+jp
2
−N−k−j(ϕ(r
2
−2N,2N )− 1)|FN+k−N−k](τ−ip) ,
and then we decompose it as J1N + y
2J2N , where
J1N (p) = ξ(p)
3̂N/4∑
k=N/2
N̂+k∑
i=−N−k
Eνy [
N̂−k∑
j=1
{p2N+k+jp2−N−k−j−y4}(ϕ(r2−2N,2N )−1)|FN+k−N−k](τ−ip),
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and,
J2N (p) = ξ(p)
3̂N/4∑
k=N/2
N̂+k∑
i=−N−k
Eνy [ϕ(r
2
−2N,2N )− 1|FN+k−N−k](τ−ip).
Firstly observe that
|J1N |2 ≤ |ξ(p)|2
3̂N/4∑
k=N/2
N̂+k∑
i=−N−k
Eνy

N̂−k∑
j=1
{p2N+k+jp2−N−k−j − y4}
2
 .
Being the expectation into last expression bounded by 8y
8
N−k , we obtain
||J1N ||2L2(νy) ≤
32y4
N
||ξ||2L2(νy) .
On the other hand, writing explicitly the conditional expectation appearing in J2N
we see that
|J2N (p)|2 ≤ |ξ(p)|2
3̂N/4∑
k=N/2
N̂+k∑
i=−N−k
∫
|ϕ( 1
4N + 1
∑
|j|>N+k
q2j+
1
4N + 1
∑
|j|≤N+k
p2j+i)−1|2νy(dp).
Rewrite the integral into last expression as∫
|ϕ( 1
4N + 1
∑
|j|>N+k
(q2j − y2) +
1
4N + 1
∑
|j|≤N+k
(p2j+i − y2) + y2)− 1|2νy(dp) .
Using the fact that ϕ is a Lipschitz positive function bounded by 1 and satisfying
ϕ(y2) = 1, we get that |J2N |2 is bounded by
|ξ(p)|2
3̂N/4∑
k=N/2
N̂+k∑
i=−N−k
1∧
∫
| 1
4N + 1
∑
|j|>N+k
(q2j − y2)+ 14N + 1
∑
|j|≤N+k
(p2j+i− y2)|2νy(dp) ,
where a ∧ b denote the minimum of {a, b}.
Therefore, taking expectation and using the strong law of large numbers together
with the dominated convergence theorem, the convergence to zero as N tends to
infinity of I3N in L
2(νy) is proved. 
Lemma 7.5 (Bounding border terms). The sequences {RiN}N≥1 are bounded
in L2(νy) for i = 1, 2.
Proof. Recall that
R1N =
3̂N/4∑
k=N/2
1
2(N + k)
τ−N−k{pN+k+1Eνy [p2−N−k−1p2N+k+1
∂
∂pN+k
g(2N)|FN+k−N−k]} .
Using the fact that XN+k,N+k+1 = pN+k+1
∂
∂pN+k
−pN+k ∂∂pN+k+1 , we can rewrite
last line as the sum of the following two terms.
3̂N/4∑
k=N/2
1
2(N + k)
τ−N−k{pN+k+1Eνy [p2−N−k−1pN+k+1XN+k,N+k+1g(2N)|FN+k−N−k]}
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3̂N/4∑
k=N/2
1
2(N + k)
τ−N−k{pN+kpN+k+1Eνy [p2−N−k−1pN+k+1
∂
∂pN+k+1
g(2N)|FN+k−N−k]} .
By Schwartz inequality and (7.6) we can see that the L2(νy) norm of the first
term is bounded by y
3
N ||ξ||L2(νy). After integration by parts, the second term can
be written as
3̂N/4∑
k=N/2
1
2(N + k)y2
τ−N−k{pN+kpN+k+1Eνy [p2−N−k−1(p2N+k+1 − y2)g(2N)|FN+k−N−k]} .
(7.7)
Denote by σj,N+k+1 the interchange of coordinates pj and pN+k+1. Using exchange
invariance of the measure, we can see that the conditional expectation appearing
in last expression is equal to
Eνy [p
2
−N−k−1(p
2
j − y2)(g(2N) ◦ σj,N+k+1)|FN+k−N−k] ,
for j = N + k + 1, · · · , 2N . This permits to introduce a telescopic sum which will
serve later to obtain an extra 1N in order to use a spectral gap estimate. Indeed,
we decompose (7.7) as the sum of the following two terms.
3̂N/4∑
k=N/2
1
2(N + k)y2
τ−N−kEνy [p
2
−N−k−1
2̂N∑
j=N+k+1
(p2j − y2)g(2N)|FN+k−N−k] (7.8)
and
3̂N/4∑
k=N/2
1
2(N + k)y2
τ−N−kEνy [p
2
−N−k−1
2̂N∑
j=N+k+1
(p2j−y2)(g(2N)◦σj,N+k+1−g(2N))|FN+k−N−k] .
(7.9)
By Schwartz inequality, the square of the conditional expectations appearing in
last expressions are respectively bounded by
CN−1y12Eνy [(g
(2N))2|FN+k−N−k]
and
Cy8Eνy [
2̂N∑
j=N+k+1
(g(2N) ◦ σj,N+k+1 − g(2N))2|FN+k−N−k] ,
for a universal constant C.
Therefore, again by Schwartz inequality, we can see that the L2(νy) norms of
(7.8) and (7.9) are respectively bounded by
Cy10
N3
Eνy
[( 3̂N/4∑
k=N/2
p2N+k
)
(g(2N))2
]
(7.10)
and
Cy6
N2
Eνy
[( 3̂N/4∑
k=N/2
p2N+k
) 2̂N∑
j=3N/2+1
(g(2N) ◦ σj,N+1 − g(2N))2] . (7.11)
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Observe that
∑̂3N/4
k=N/2p
2
N+k can be uniformly estimated because of the cutoff intro-
duced in (7.5).
Using the spectral gap estimate obtained in Appendix A we can bound (7.10)
by a constant, and thanks to the basic inequality
Eνy
[
(g(2N) ◦ σj,j+1 − g(2N))2] ≤ CEνy [(Xj,j+1g(2N))2] ,
we can see after telescoping, that (7.11) is also uniformly bounded. 
Lemma 7.6 (Characterization of weak limits). Every weak limit function of
the sequence {R1N −R2N}N≥1 is of the form cp0p1 for some constant c.
Proof. Let us firstly consider the sequence {R1N}N≥1. In Lemma 7.5 we obtain a
decomposition of R1N as the sum of two terms, one of which converges to zero in
L2(νy). The other term, namely (7.7), is equal to p0p1h
1
N (p0, · · · , p−7N/2) where
h1N =
3̂N/4∑
k=N/2
1
2(N + k)y2
τ−N−kEνy [p
2
−N−k−1(p
2
N+k+1 − y2)g(2N)|FN+k−N−k] . (7.12)
It was also proved that {p0p1h1N}N≥1 is bounded in L2(νy), therefore it contains a
weakly convergent subsequence, say {p0p1h1N ′}N ′ . By similar arguments as in the
proof of Lemma 7.5, we can conclude that {h1N}N≥1 is bounded in L2(νy), therefore
{h1N ′}N ′ contains a weakly convergent subsequence, whose limit will be denoted by
h1.
Applying the operator Xi+i+1 in the two sides of (7.12) and using Schwartz
inequality, is easy to see that
||Xi,i+1h1N ||L2(νy) ≤
C
N
||ξ||L2(νy) for {i, i+ 1} ⊆ {0,−1,−2, · · · } ,
which implies that Xi,i+1h
1 = 0 for {i, i+1} ⊆ {0,−1,−2, · · · }. This, together with
the fact that the function h1 just depends on {p0, p−1, p−2, · · · }, permit to conclude
that h1 is a constant function, let’s say c. Therefore {p0p1h1N ′}N ′ converges weakly
to cp0p1.
This proves that for every weakly convergent subsequence of {R1N}N≥1 there
exist a constant c such that the limit is cp0p1. Exactly the same can be said about
{R2N}N≥1.
Finally suppose that {R1N ′ − R2N ′}N ′≥1 is a subsequence converging weakly to
a function f . The boundness of {R1N ′}N ′≥1 and {R2N ′}N ′≥1 implies the existence
of further subsequences {R1N ′′}N ′′≥1 and {R2N ′′}N ′′≥1 converging weakly to c1p0p1
and c2p0p1, respectively. Therefore, by unicity of the limit, we have f = (c1 −
c2)p0p1. 
Lemma 7.7 (Convergence to zero). The sequence {R1N − R2N}N≥1 converges
weakly to zero.
Proof. In view of the boundness of {R1N ′}N ′≥1 and {R2N ′}N ′≥1, it is enough to
prove that every weak limit of the sequence {R1N −R2N}N≥1 is equal to zero.
At the end of the proof of Lemma 7.6 we see that every weak limit of {R1N −
R2N}N≥1 is of the form (c1− c2)p0p1, where c1 and c2 are constants for which there
exist further subsequences {R1N ′}N≥1 and {R2N ′}N≥1 converging weakly to c1p0p1
and c2p0p1, respectively.
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On the other hand, recall that
X0,1
 ∞∑
j=−∞
τ j ĝN
 = ξ + y−4I1N + y−4I2N + y−4I3N + y−4R1N − y−4R2N .
Let us multiply the two sides of the last equality by the function p0p1 ∈ L2(νy),
and take expectation with respect to νy. Thanks to the orthogonality condition ii),
namely Eνy [p0p1ξ] = 0, we have
0 = y−4Eνy [p0p1(I
1
N ′ + I
2
N ′ + I
3
N ′)] + y
−4Eνy [p0p1(R
1
N ′ −R2N ′)].
Finally, taking the limit as N ′ tends to infinity we obtain that 0 = c1 − c2. 
Appendix A. Spectral Gap
We investigate in this section the spectral gap for the dynamics induced by the
infinitesimal generator given by
LN(f) =
1
2
N−1∑
x=1
Xx,x+1[a(px, px+1)Xx,x+1(f)] , (A.1)
with associate Dirichlet form defined as
DN(f) =
1
2
N−1∑
x=1
∫
RN
a(px, px+1)[Xx,x+1(f)]
2νNy (dp). (A.2)
It is enough to consider a ≡ 1 and y = 1, so we omit the subindex y in νNy .
The idea will be to relate our model with a similar one, known as the Kac’s model,
whose spectral gap is already known. Specifically, we find a relation between their
Dirichlet forms and use it to obtain the desired spectral gap estimate for our model.
The generator of the Kac’s model is defined for continuous functions as
LN (f) =
1
CN2
∑
1≤i≤j≤N
1
2π
∫ 2pi
0
[f(Rθi,jx)− f(x)]dθ , (A.3)
where Rθi,j represents a clockwise rotation of angle θ on the plane i, j. It is easy to
see that spheres are invariant under this dynamics.
To this generator is associated the following Dirichlet form
DN (f) =
1
CN2
∑
1≤i<j≤N
1
2π
∫ 2pi
0
∫
SN−1r
[f(Rθi,jx)− f(x)]2dσr(x)dθ , (A.4)
where SN−1r is the (N-1)-dimensional sphere of radius r centered at the origin and
σr stands for the uniform measure over this sphere. In order to study the spectral
gap is enough to treat with the unitary sphere, in which case we omit the subindex.
This dynamics was used by Kac as a model for the spatially homogeneous Boltz-
mann equation. A complete description of this model can be founded in [6].
Let us state the spectral gap estimate obtained in [12] for the Kac’s model.
Lemma A.1 (Janvresse). There exist a constant C such that for all f ∈ L2(SN−1)
we have
Eσ[f ; f ] ≤ C N DN (f) ,
where Eσ[f ; g] denotes the covariance between f and g with respect to σ.
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Defining
Bi,jf(x) =
1
2π
∫ 2pi
0
[f(Rθi,jx)− f(x)]2dθ
and using the identity ∂∂θ [f(R
θ
i,jx)−f(x)] = −Xi,j(f)(Rθi,jx) together with Poincare´
inequality on the interval [0, 2π], we obtain a term by term relation between (A.2)
and (A.4). Namely,∫
SN−1
Bi,jf(x)dσ(x) ≤ 2π
∫
SN−1
|Xi,j(f)|2dσ(x) .
Observe that in (A.2) just near neighbors interactions are involved, while in (A.4)
long range interactions are also considered. This fact demands an additional argu-
ment in order to relate the two Dirichlet forms.
Elementary calculations based on the symmetries of the measure σ lead us to
the so-called path lemma∫
sN−1
Bi,i+kf(x)dσ(x) ≤ 64k
k−2∑
j=0
∫
sN−1
Bi+j,i+j+1f(x)dσ(x) . (A.5)
Finally we state the main result of this section, which follows from the preceding
inequality, Lemma A.1, and the next well known formula∫
RN
f(p)νN (dp) =
∫ ∞
0
(∫
SN−1(ρ)
f(x)dσ(x)
)
ωN (ρ)
(
√
2π)N
e−
ρ2
2 dρ ,
where ωN denotes the surface area of S
N−1.
Lemma A.2. There exists a positive constant C such that, for every f ∈ L2(RN )
satisfying
∫
SN−1(r) fdσ = 0 for all r > 0, we have∫
RN
f2νN (dp) ≤ CN2
N−1∑
x=1
∫
RN
[Xx,x+1(f)]
2ΦNdp .
Appendix B. Some Geometrical Considerations
The aim of this section is to establish conditions over a given set of functions
ξi,i+1 : Rn+1 → R for 1 ≤ i ≤ n , which ensure the existence of a function g :
Rn+1 → R satisfying
Xi,i+1(g) = ξi,i+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n , (B.1)
where Xx,y = py∂px − px∂py .
Observe that the vector fields Xi,j act on spheres. In fact, we are interested in
solving (B.1) over spheres. The results obtained in this section will be used in the
proof of Theorem 7.1 in Section 7.
Let us remark that for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n we have
[Xi,i+1, Xj,j+1] =
{
Xi,j+1 if i+ 1 = j,
0 if i+ 1 6= j, (B.2)
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where [, ] stands for the Lie bracket. Thus, the existence of such a function
g : Rn+1 → R satisfying (B.1) give us some necessary conditions over the fam-
ily {ξi,i+1}, namely
Xi,i+1(ξj,j+1) = Xj,j+1(ξi,i+1) if i+ 1 6= j , (B.3)
pi+1Xj,j+1(ξi,i+1)− pi+1Xi,i+1(ξj,j+1) = pj+1ξi,i+1 + piξj,j+1 , (B.4)
for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n.
We state the main result of this section.
Theorem B.1. Let ξi,i+1 : Rn+1 → R for 1 ≤ i ≤ n be a a set of functions
satisfying conditions (B.3) and (B.4). Then, for every r > 0 there exists a function
gr : S
n(r)→ R such that
Xi,i+1(gr) = ξi,i+1 on S
n(r) .
The approach we adopt to prove this result consist in defining over each sphere
Sn(r) an ad hoc differential 1-form ωr. Conditions (B.3) and (B.4) will imply the
closeness of ωr, which in view of Proposition B.3 below implies the existence of the
desired gr.
Now we state two well known results in differential geometry.
Proposition B.2. Let ω be a 1-form on a differentiable manifold M , and X,Y
differential vector fields on M , then
dω(X,Y ) = Xω(Y )− Y ω(X)− ω([X,Y ]) ,
where [ , ] denote the Lie bracket.
Proposition B.3. Every closed differential 1-form on a n-dimensional sphere with
n ≥ 2 is exact.
Proof of Theorem B.1. Let {Y1, · · · , Yn} be a subset of n vector fields belonging to
the Lie algebra generated by {Xi,i+1}1≤i≤n. Consider the subset of the sphere A
such that, for p ∈ A ⊂ Sn(r) the set of vectors βp = {Y1(p), · · · , Yn(p)} form a
basis for the tangent space TpS
n(r), with associated dual basis denoted by β∗p =
{dY1, · · · , dYn}.
Define on A ⊂ Sn(r) the following differential 1-form
ω =
n∑
k=1
ξk dYk.
Here ξk is the corresponding component in terms of {ξi,i+1}1≤i≤n. For instance, if
Yk = X1,2 then ξk = ξ1,2, or if Yk = [X1,2, X2,3] then ξk = X1,2(ξ2,3)−X2,3(ξ1,2).
It follows from (B.2) that the Lie algebra generated by {Xi,i+1}1≤i≤n is of max-
imal dimension over each sphere. Thus, varying over all the subsets of size n of
the Lie algebra, the sets A form a covering of the whole sphere. Moreover, any
two differential forms defined in this way will coincide in their common domain of
definition. This induces a differential 1-form ωr well defined on the whole sphere
Sn(r).
In order to prove closeness of the differential 1-form ωr , it suffices to prove
closeness of each of the differential forms given above, which is reduce to prove
dω(Yi, Yj) = 0 for i, j ∈ {1, · · · , n}. The proof of this fact follows from conditions
(B.3), (B.4) and Proposition B.2. 
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Appendix C. Equivalence of Ensembles
In this work we need to consider equivalence of ensembles for unbounded func-
tions. The same is required in [2] where, by means of a modification on the argu-
ments in [9], a proof of the following statement is given.
Lemma C.1. Let νN,y
√
N be the uniform measure on the sphere
SN (y
√
N) = {(p1, · · · , pN) ∈ RN :
N∑
i=1
p2i = Ny
2} ,
and ν∞y the infinite product of Gaussian measures with mean zero and variance y
2.
Given a function φ on RK , such that for some positive constants θ and C
|φ(p1, · · · , pK)| ≤ C
(
K∑
i=1
p2i
)θ
,
there exist a constant C′ = C′(C, θ,K, y) such that
lim sup
N→∞
N
∣∣∣Eν
N,y
√
N
[φ]− Eν∞y [φ]
∣∣∣ ≤ C′ .
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